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Reprint Statement: According to John I., the President of the College of Arts, Science, Finance, Education, the meeting was called by no means expressive of the resolution of the body of these five faculties at the news of the President's death. In addition to the announcement as a whole.

It was not until Friday afternoon that the meeting had been held. It was called at 2 o'clock. The men who survive the trial will be the out two Pennsylvanls men to win the championship, and only two Pennsylvanls men to win the championship. These two will be played at home and two other games will be played on February 9th. The Red and Blue meets Columbia here on Saturday afternoon. The last game of the season will be played with Princeton Pennsylvania rooters are coming to the meet on February 8th with the Princeton freshmen men. From this and the other games, put up a great fight, and will be played with the Thirty-three, all their opponents, and be forced to bow to the most popular of the Yale team.

The interest in the games was due to the fact that there are more people who haven't gone to college than there are who have. The President of the College of Arts, Science, Finance, Education, believes that the Germans will be able to hold the cream of our citizens in their classes and that very little change will be made in the number of people who have gone to college in this academic year. They take up the newspapers, hand treading, thread pulling, and cold hands of preparation standing in rows as the addition but now thickly thronged with the largest exclusive haberdasher in the state.

Speaking of the Pennsylvania Railroad, it is said, that when you can imagine my anxiety at the beginning Of each academic year. I take the newspapers, hand treading, thread pulling, and cold hands of preparation standing in rows as the addition but not thickly thronged with. It is said, that when you can imagine my anxiety at the beginning Of each academic year. I take the newspapers, hand treading, thread pulling, and cold hands of preparation standing in rows as the addition but not thickly thronged with.

Yes, it happened. Every college graduate in America ran us fast as he could right off. It is said, that when you can imagine my anxiety at the beginning Of each academic year. I take the newspapers, hand treading, thread pulling, and cold hands of preparation standing in rows as the addition but not thickly thronged with. It is said, that when you can imagine my anxiety at the beginning Of each academic year. I take the newspapers, hand treading, thread pulling, and cold hands of preparation standing in rows as the addition but not thickly thronged with.

Every college graduate in America ran us fast as he could right off. It is said, that when you can imagine my anxiety at the beginning Of each academic year. I take the newspapers, hand treading, thread pulling, and cold hands of preparation standing in rows as the addition but not thickly thronged with. It is said, that when you can imagine my anxiety at the beginning Of each academic year. I take the newspapers, hand treading, thread pulling, and cold hands of preparation standing in rows as the addition but not thickly thronged with.

Yes, it happened. Every college graduate in America ran us fast as he could right off. It is said, that when you can imagine my anxiety at the beginning Of each academic year. I take the newspapers, hand treading, thread pulling, and cold hands of preparation standing in rows as the addition but not thickly thronged with. It is said, that when you can imagine my anxiety at the beginning Of each academic year. I take the newspapers, hand treading, thread pulling, and cold hands of preparation standing in rows as the addition but not thickly thronged with. It is said, that when you can imagine my anxiety at the beginning Of each academic year. I take the newspapers, hand treading, thread pulling, and cold hands of preparation standing in rows as the addition but not thickly thronged with. It is said, that when you can imagine my anxiety at the beginning Of each academic year. I take the newspapers, hand treading, thread pulling, and cold hands of preparation standing in rows as the addition but not thickly thronged with.
Berkshire Life Insurance Company of Pittsfield, Mass.

We are always ready to talk with young men about entering the life insurance business and connecting themselves with this Company.

There has been an increasing demand during the last war, and it is certain to continue in the future. This is in all probability due to the fact that during the war the Company was kept busy and the need for insurance was felt by the general public.

The Company is ready to receive young men who are looking for a good position. They will receive training in all the work of the Company, and will be given every opportunity to advance.

ED. H. PLUMMER, General Agent, 512 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

J. E. CALDWELL & CO.
CHESTNUT & JUNIPER STREETS
PHIL DELPHIA

Jewelers Goldsmiths Silversmiths
AN UNIQUE STOCK THAT SATISFIES THE MOST DISCRIMINATING TASTE.
Prompt and Careful Attention to Purchases by Mail

FIDELITY TRUST COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA
CAPITAL $5,000,000
SUR PLUS $6,000,000
William P. Cent, President

THE MARLYN HOTEL
DINING ROOM
TALE DYTRE

A Remarkable Meal at a Remarkable Price $2.50
BREAKFAST 1.00 NOON LUNCHEON 1.00 EVENING DINNER 1.25
Cuisine Unexcelled Service Exceptional
Walnut & Fortieth Sts.

Do You Want a Car?
We act as brokers for used cars whose owners wish to sell. Our list covers a large number - all makes and types - at prices saving you the first depreciation. Our expert mechanics will assist you with your personal condition of the cars. Demonstrate your convenience.

HARRIS, ROY & CLARK, Automobile Dealers
Frank B. Harris, Philip N. LeRoy, Robert B. Clark
Locust 121

HOTEL NORMANDIE
Under New Management
Cafeteria
Try our regular Luncheon $2.50.
Extensive French Pastry and Cakes made in our Bakery.
Open 6.30 a.m. to 12 p.m.

MEN'S
High Class
SHOES

MODERATELY PRICED

Kenilworth Restaurant
1500 WOODLAND AVENUE

A Woman's Place is in the Home
Not in the Kitchen.

 inciprocation

INcorporated 1861

THE PENNSYLVANIA DAILY TIMES
Tomlinson's Dining Room
1312 Chestnut St
NEW DARK TAN
Gun Metal or
The Best Values We Know Of
Everybody Welcome

Then for reliable prescription work - visit -

WRIGLEY'S

The largest electric slam in the world advertised

WRIGLEY'S
on Times Square, New York City: it is 250 feet long, 70 feet high. Made up of 1,235 electric lamps.
The fountains play, the trade marks dance, reading alternately WRIGLEY'S SPERMATH, DOUBLETONE, and JUICY FRUIT, and the Spermans "do a turn."

This sign is seen nightly by about 500,000 people from all over the world.

WHO'S WHO FOR HOME R.ULE.
Although Wolfe, of Edinburgh, a former member of the British Parliament, has stood himself so strongly in favor of Home Rule for Ireland, he said: "Nothing but Home Rule can solve the Irish problem." Now their fate will be the responsibility "Ireland's" and "Eire's" as much the same as that which prevails in Canada. British Conservatives approved Home Rule. Now they see it is the only way. Recent events will be made to deviate in which government will not satisfy Ireland."

Announcement of a new Smoker Service
We have established a delivery system for distributing Tobacco in all forms to Pennsylvania.
Call - Baring 8178
Visit the New Hotel Rorer Stobie.

Yahn & McDonell
Special attention given to fraternity and class smokers.

Sophomore Attractions!
We can not give away a $75 tailored suit to every member of your class.

--BUT--
We do give SASHFACTIONS to every wearer of our Garments.

Exclusive Style
Superior Quality
Value - in - Wear

VAN HORN & SON
Established 1852
919-921 WALNUT ST.

3449 Woodland Ave., Opp. College Hall

THE PALACE
Quick Service Restaurant
4401 Woodland Ave.

45th and Parrish Streets

40TH-70TH SPURCE STREET

Why Pay More
Quality - Style - Finish
Are combined in the United Hat Stores to the highest point in excellence.

Velours $6.50
Caps, $1.50 - $2.00 - 2.50

THE DIFE FOR MENTAL & PHYSICAL FITNESS
"Horlick's"
The Original Malted Milk
Relieves fatigue after exercise or study.
Costs no more than inferior imitations.

Serving Fraternities with Fresh Laundry, Uniforms, and soaps, sponges, etc.

3303 Chestnut St.

MY SPECIALTY
Serving Fraternities with Fresh Lan
R. L. LAMONNAUX
and Drycleaners.

BURLINGTON ST.

WILLIAM E. GROLL
Quality Meats
Special attention given to institutions, restaurants and boarding houses.

230th Street.

ANNOUNCEMENT
TO YOU

United Hat Stores
1277 Market Street

CAMERON STOREY
STORES

TO YOU

COUNTY-COUNTY

ANOUNCEMENT

The New York and Sons University men.

Convenient to everything, in "the heart of New York."

\in Famous Bazaars, Convention and Ball Rooms, Persson Dining Rooms, Reception Rooms and Apartments for all sorts of business and social affairs.

Owned by

The New York Hotel Stealer Co.

MacDonald & Campbell

THE PENNSYLVANIAN
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The Dancing Every Evening at the Winter Gardens

Monday Evening - LUCKY FAVOR NIGHT
Silver loving cups to winners

Tuesday Evening - SPLASH ME NIGHT

Our Prices

75¢ to $5
$8 to $15
10¢ to $12
$6 to $25
$1.00 to $12
$1.00 to $12

DANCING AND BALLET DANCE

ON DUTCH AND IRISH AV.

9:30 to 10:00
10:00 to 11:00
11:00 to 12:00
12:00 to 1:00
1:00 to 2:00
2:00 to 3:00

NEWARK, YAN
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